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Tlie people's revolutionary movement,
from its ''ery be~nnfng, ·is·forced to deal
with a serious danger which, · at times, becomes lit~rally tbe whip on its back, that is,
the activities of the agent-provocateu~s ·ard
police spies.
experience of the revolutionary !llOvement till now has shown that in
certain countries and during certain periods
.
I
agent-provocateur and police-spying activjties ravage in.an unbridled fashion on the ·
revolutionary movement~. parties and organisations, and have caused damages. Time
has shown, that the cbts~ enemy, rea.ction
on an international and national level i•expands" and improves these tactics against
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the organised movement of ~he proletariat
and it has even raised it to the level of a full
s~ience. We can even say, that, at certain
periods, the age_nt"1)rovocateur and espionnage activities are the main method of struggle by the reactionaries, without them ever
abandoning it as their permanent method.
The experience of the Communist Parties
has shown that 90% of all ~rrests are the result of the activity of police spies, although
~w can be attributed to omissions, carelessness, or to bad organisational wor'k. The
. same thing also applies to the failures and
political defeats of the Communist Parties.
Here, too, 90% must be attributed to the
work of agent"1)rovocateurs and police spies.
. It is precisely from this accreditation that
the need has arisen for the struggie against
the activi_ties of the agent-provocateurs and
police spies. And this struggle, when and where it
was correctly developed, ha'B shown that it led to
glorious results, and has led the revolutionary
parties to great successes, while, at the same

z·

time, preventing, through this struggle, blows
•and failures, political defeats arid betrayals . .. :
. The open exposure of a number : of'provocateur~
.· made the revolutionary Par ti¢s more stronger
···afid heightened their prestige. ·
The Communist Parties have acquired great
. experience in the struggle against the agent-pro. voeateurs and police spies. Above all, they have
been educated that, · the prevention and fight
against the agent-provocateurs and police spies
is a supreme and paramount task, which does
not put up with the slightest slack in vigilance,
· nor in omission or of favour : And it has been
proven, in'the most tragic m.a nner, that, each
time the Communist Parties blunted their vigilance, neglected their struggle against the activities of the. agent-:provocateurs and police spies,
and attributed to indi viduais ·who were gathering
basic suspicion, these parties paid very dearly .
for their carelessness. ·
There are man.y examples, both big and small,
whereby the agent-provocateurs created great political commotion with international repercussions.
Either they were used for the uilleashing of a wave of terror , and the hunting down of communists, or, they were used for undermining and
3

deviating a revolutionary organi-s ation from its
political line. In general, we can say, that, the
activities of agent-provocateurs and police spies
play an important role today in the polit~cal li~e
of bourgeois states and they constitute t e mam
characteristic in the methods of work of the
secret police in bourgeois states. Besides, these shameful methods completely fit in with the
nature of the rotten and all-out dirty system of
capitalist oppression·

.The fascisisation of bOU:rgeais democracy heralded
the generaHzed use o(age.n t-provocateurs by the
reactionaries. ·. In.ii' number ofoountries, before
and after the ~cond "Worlci War·, the bourgeois
reiime threw away its 'demo<;ratic fapade, abolished
parliamentarism as a forrri of government for
· exercising the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. and
proceeded towards the open form of bourgeois
dictatorship, fascism·. ·with the passing into the
new form, the methods fur. the suppression and
·· subjugation of the proletariat were intensified;
Thus the-activities of the agent-provocateurs and
". police spies play the principle role in destroying
.. :tbe _organisations of the proletariat.
· The ·voices of a few bourgeois democrats, which
were heard opposing the police methods, became
weakened, and with time, disappeared altogether.
5
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The denunciation of torture as a method of "oriental despotism" ceased. Torture, as a means of eliminating the opponents of the bourgeois dictatorship were put into general use by the bourgeois
state, and they have developed it into an art.
Tbe methods of criminals, of the undeTworld, and
those of gangsters bec.am:e n\ethods of state ~PP_
ress1on by the bourgeois regime.
Titus, Withm
the secret police are concentrated the most corrupted and abnormal elements, those who have
sold themselves out to the bone to the ~lutocratic
criminal monste~s , and who thrive on their hatred against the people's fighters.. and on the blood
of their victims. For a higher salary and more
stripes, they distort reality and resort in a
dtrty rivalry on who wm surpass the other in sa-dism. The profession of the secret policema~
has become synonymous with that of the crimma.l,
the terrorist. and the torture.
.
Tbe fascisisation of bourgeois democracy revealed
as well, the cruelty and fierceness of class war
.
as it is waged by the reactionaries. Prisoners .
of war are neither tortured, executed, nor phystcally
annihilated. Only the people's fighters - prisoners of class war -are tortured inhumanly at the
6

hands of the security police till they are rendered
physically useless, are executed, or are imprisoned without trial though they have not committed
any particular injustice for many years in the
bourgeois invented prison-casUes.
Basically, the methods of the police have not
changed. The new that has been added, apart
from attempts to collect indispensible information
is tbat the secret police also attempt to develop
through its agents, political activity within the
ranks of the organisations, . which are under surveillance, in order to distort and alter the polltical line of the orga~isations. For this work.
it has at its disposal experienced personnel who
haye been trained at various special schools.
Such schools are arranged ·by secret services
which operate internationally, such as the Intelligence Service , the C.I . A. and others, which not
only train cadres 'for other secret services, but
also personnel from other countries for the benefit of their own. Such a school used to operate
before the Second World War in Kerkira (Corfu),
Greece, where agents for all the Balkan countries
used to be trained. Time and again agents were
unoovered in various movements, who were not
working on behalf of the secret services of their
7

own countries , but, on behlilr of the secret servi:...
ces of a foreign country. This internationalization
must be understood as a result of the activity of the
imperialist nations in the colonies and dependent
countries.
The international collabOration between police
forces is continually being systematised. Before the war, there used to exist a kind of international police, having as its chief, Somber, the
minister of external affairs of Austria, and , as
its political instructor, the social-democrat Sebering, minister of internal affairs of Prussia. The
police forces of the Baltic countries had even concluded a pact for the exchange of experience, information, the drawing up of mutual police files
on "anarchist elements", etc.
It is within this framework of international collaboration of secret police, that the frequent meetings of police chiefs and cadres, the extra trai- ·
ntng, as well as the exchange or disposition of ..
personnel fits in. In 1931, for example, the heads·
of the political secret services of all the Balkan
states convened a kind of conference in Bucharest.
As an example, we can further mention that the
Athens city police force, before the war, was under the direction of the policeman Halltndry, former chief of the .B ritish police in Alexandria .

.a

' Furthermore, Oufkir, notorious for his crimes
and minister of Internal affairs for King Hassan of
Morocco, was a cadre of the French police. Also,
it is a welt known fact that for certain arrests
of communists in Athens during the period 195052, it was the result o( the colla~oration between
the French and Greek secret services.
Today, a kind of international police force is
again In the maktt\:g, coiliPoslll& from all the mem- .
ber countries of the European Economic Community. The headquarters of this international police
is located in Brussels. Armed with the latest
technical means, such as telecommunications,
electronic computers, spectroscopes, chemical
laboratories, etc., they analyse the elements
contained in the police files of the various secret
police forces of the member states of the E. E. C.;
they collect information on persons ard revolutionary movements, they gather together all the revolutionary publications, and they write up r eports on persons and organisations, which they
send to their branches. This international police
is entirely the work of the West German secret
police, from which it wants to exercise control
of the European continent. The Zurich branch
9
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offt ce of this international police in fact even
circulated a book entitled "The Maoists", in
which information is published on individuals,
publications and communist movements _of all the
countries of Europe. This book was sent to all
of the police. forces, to other secret services, and
to the deputy-members of the ;German-i!peaking
states.
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lnspite, however, of the fact that the Communist
Parties •. orpnieattons and movements are aware
of the serious dangers which can come about from
the activities of agents-provocateurs and pollee
spies, they still exhibit a number of weaknesses
and weak points in their struggle against tbis
menace, and on most occasions, many obstacles
and superstitions need to be overcome before they
commence on an al11ided, firm, and effective
fight against agent"i)rovocateur activity.
In most cases, the struggle i11 waged on a chance
basis, restricted in st&e and time, and it is not
conducted as a basic and permanent struggle of
the entire party, with the active participation of all
the members. Tbe mass mobtlization in the
strugle against the activities of agent-provoca__
teurs and police spies is UIWllly substituted by 11
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investigations and decfsions by a small committee which conducts investigations and makes decisions in complete secrecy. Alr~dy during the
pe~iod that the campaign for the Bolshevization
of the Parties - members of th·e 3rd Comm:.~nist
International - was launched, the method of
setting up "special committees" was criticized
as a wrong method, 1 while the Bolshevik method of
struggle against agent-provocateur and police
spying activities through the mass mobilization
of all party forces was promoted, with the open
denunciation of agents and the exposure of the
methods adopted by 'the class enemy.
There exists the view that, when a Communist
Hlrty openly exposes and denounces the activitie's
of the agent-provocateurs and the police spies,
that it therefore, commits a grievous deed in
~egards to its prestige , while' , at the same time creating an atmosphere of insecurity and fear
of police agents a·mongst its members and amongst the masses in general. This view is not
correct. It is a view entirely incort-ect, which
whenever it became predominant, brought about
great damage.
It must be made clear that , the activities of the
agent-provocateurs and police· spies is the work .
12
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.:>f the same class enemy, which also constitutes
the component element of its.own struggle. Whatever the extent ~f their wo:t;k, in fact, it ~s only
turned against the reactio!laries. It must be
made clear that the activities c;>f the agent-prc;wocateurs .and police spies will peve~ stop. nie
JX>lice spies will always be hiding beneath the
shadow of the revolutionary moyement in order to
harm it. 'I'hey will be in existence as long as
the bpurgeoisi~ exists, as l<mg as the r:evolutionary
struggle of the proleta.r:iat laste, l!ll~il final and
complete victory, till the abolition of classes.
It must be made clear that the denunciation of
the activi~ies of the agent-provocateurs and police
spies does not harm the prestige of the revolutionary organisations of the working class •. The
prestige of the revolutionary organisations is
harmed only when the activities of the agent-provo~te~rs and police spies are left lying in the
shadow, are,left in silence, are not openly denounced, and when a systematic mass struggle against
them is not undertaken. Silence has been proven
to be a very dubious means. A number of·Blrties
and organisa~ions have come to accept the fact
that .silence has been abJe to ca\lBe harm when,
this silence, of course, was forcefully broken
13
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by a number of systematic arrests, and other
kinds of blows, defections, and betrayals.
Commut:list Rlrtles differ radically from the
organisations of conspirators and anarchists.
Their starting point and end are the revolutionary
masses. This characteristic of the Communist
Parties also determines the types of methods of
struggle against' the activities of the agent"1>rovo. cateurs, which are the methods of open, mass
activity anct which also openly denounce to the
entire proletarian public opinion, the attempts
of the class enemy to defame the revolutionary
movement of the working class and to divert it
from its revolutionary path •. The class enemy
~s every reason to conceal its methods, to cover
up . all of its shamelessness with mysticism, and,
to : protect and conceal its agents. The revolutionary organisation, on the contrary, bas every reason, in turn, to expose widely to the popular maesea, the enemy•s ·agent"1>rovocateur activity.
to expose and denounce all individuals participating in the activities of the agent-provocateurs,
in order to protect, in this manner, the popular
masses and their revolutionary cause.
It often happens that the struggle against the
activities of the agent"1>rovocateurs ts hindered

by oppositionfrom within the Organisation, an
opposition which is put forth by a number of
cadres and members. In fact, this is so, either
because of a lack of steadfastness and resoluteness
on the part of the comrades, or, be~use of tbe
presence of the class enemy, which wants to
frustrate the commencement of such a struggle.
The Third Communt~:~t International u~:~ed to point
out that, the manner in which a Communist Party
waged struggle against the activities of agent"1>rovocateurs was greatly indicative of its degree of
Bol~:~hevization.

' The lack of revolutionary resoluteness can be
. viewed in that petit-bourgeois subjectivism w~icb
has. not yet been rejected by certain members,
and even cadres, and which becomes the basis for
developing an atmosphere of tolerance and "blind"
faith in' people having a militant paat • . This subjectivism obstructs from viewing these individuals
from a critical angle and, even more than tlutt
from subjecting them under supervision. Thus ,
it bas frequently occurred that the a_J~nt"1>rovo
cateurs and police spies would be fortifjEl(i behind
the wall of their "militant past", only to be uncovered after jolting events. _ Tolerance, which
is also derived from subjectivism, contributes iQ
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giving back responsible positions to comrades who'
bave committed serious mistakes, or who have
even capitulated before the enemy.
However, this opposition which the struggle
against the activities of the agent-provocateurs
meets might not bRve, as its origin, the lack of
revolutionary resoluteness.
During periods of
legal work, for example, the struggle against th~
a.ctivities of the agent-provocateurs is blocked or
hindered to a great degree by the legalists who
develop the view that the enemy is not preparing
to deliver a serious blow, and th3:t the period of
legal activity will be relatively long. But it is
precisely these periods that are the periods
of intensive activity by the class enemy, for it
to infiltrate its agents, to locate the weak members
and the weak points of the organisation, to collect
information, in short to complete its preparation
in order to deliver the great blow. The fact that,
during legal periods there are no arrests must not
deceive the communists. This is why the correct
line under these conditions, "that is the conditions
of legal activity, imposes that the Communist
P.l.rties develop work amongst the masses, to
wage an irreconcilable struggle against democratic and parliamentarian deceptions, and to orga-
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nize effectively the struggle against the activities
o f . the agent-provocateurs and police spies; thu.s,
thwarting the preparatory plans of the class enemy.
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The tactics of the police in infiltrating its agents
inside the revolutionary movement is a permanent
and fundamental tactic of theirs. This tactic, however, is more pervasive during certain periods,
either as an attempt at times, to deal with the
crises of the bourgeois regime, or, at times, to
exploit certain particular circumstances existing
within the movement.
In the first instance, we have to deal with those
kinds of agent-provocateur activities which aim at
developing an atmospher~ of hysteria against the
revolutionary movement, to place the blame of
all the bourgeois regime's ills and shortcomings
on the back of the revolutionary movement, as
well as on the activities of the Communists, and to prepare the ground for starting arrests, of 19

· conducting kangaroo trials, the banning of people's
organisations, the shutting down of the progressive press, etc. The form which the activities
of the agent-provocateurs take on, in this particu- ·
lar case, are usually political assasinations, bomb
explosions, . sabotage on military installatio~s ••
treacherous damages in factories, incidents at
demonstrations, arson. lddnappings, t~e "revelation" of false documents, the stockpili,ng of ·
weapons, etc., and all of this organized by the .
security police, either directly
indirectly ' ..
tbroogh agent-pro~ocateurs, who ~perate within
the revolutionary movement.
.· · . · · ·
.
In the second instance, ~s r~gards the .peeuliar
circums(;a.nces of the movement; we ' can mention
here the existenc_e_of fa~tiona}i~tinfigl}ting;: 't'h~
existence of. many groupings, d,uring the p~riod
of the re-organisatio11and eo~solid3.tio~ oJ Party ·
units, etc. It is. precisely dudng thes'e periods < . ·,
of peculiar conditions that .th¢ . class en,einy inten~ .•.
sifies its efforts to the •' l:l.ighest degree fQ order .
for it to infiltrate agent-provocateurs ·.a.nd. police
spies withill the ranks of the movement, _:to come
into assocuition~ tiwough diffe~ent ~ays, with the
weak membe~s and 'cadr~s. and to ronv~~t them
into its instruments. It is possible~ s~y _that •
20
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the different forms which the activities of the
agent-provocateurs take on are beyond the accustomed form of enumeration.
In general, though, the system of political provocation as a whole, can be summed up as follows:
·
1. THE tiQUIDATION OF THE REVOLUTIONARY
MOVEMENT
'
For this, the method mainly used is that of vilUfying the political line and leadership of the Party. 'The agent-provocateurs begi~ to. m~ck, t~ . :..
vilify and misinterpret the orgamsatlon s pohtl
.cal line as well as, to develop an anti-Party leadership spirit, spreading various lies and slanders against thk Party leadership. Wnile try~ng
to undermine the authority of the leading cadres,
they, at the same time, develop the view t~t the
organisation as a whole, does not have in Its pos:seaaion, comrades with authority and l~ershlp
abilities. Vilification is notrestrieted JUSt to
leading cadres, bUt in ·general embra~es the .
whole of the organisation as an orgamsm, presenting it as unable in dealing with. :•the importance of historical necessities", as trx;tpotent and
that its concrete political line will not bring a~OI.t
any successes: Finally, the_,agent-provocateurs
complete their work by tr~ing to destroy any .21
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possibility' of adopting a correct political line.
Such agent;>rovocateurs spring up when the organisation is in the process of adopting its political line, the maintenance of which they foresee
will lead to successes.
2.· THE CREATION OF DIFFERENCES
To do this, the method of forming groupings
within the organisation is mainly used so as to
promote factionalist in-fighting. The agent;>rovocateurs take up the well-natured criticism and
they swell it up, they exaggerate and dilate opposite
views, exaggerate the significance and consequences of certain errors and failures in omissions.
In this fashion, they prepare the way for the for-:mati.on of groupings, On most occasions, the
enemy is fortified behind such groupings and
fosters the devel~pment of quarrels. At the same
time, ' the very nature of the factionalist in-fighting facilitates the police to infiltrate more agent--:provocateurs into the organisation . There are
manyknown examples in which the factionalist
in-fighting was directly led by the secret police.
In any case, there is no revolutionary movement
that hasn't undergone at least one peri~d of faGtWnalism, but it must be mentioned that the Greek
revolutionary movement suffered greatly from
the activities of the factionalists. On the other
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·band , the Greek secret pQlice have also acquired
much experience and skillfulness in creating and
directing the factionalist in-fighting. In a brochu~
relating to the struggle against the agent;>rovoca- .·
ieurs tn which its editorial is drawn up from reports of Communist Parties to the Third Communist International, two particutar examples
are mentioned: '"Something of the kind also
occurred in Greece, when at one time, certain
oomm:.mtsts were arrested, it was reported to
them , ~bile under interrogation at the security
police that :"To .be quite frank, we do not understand why you think of ~s as yo~r enemies_..
Don't we(belp you des!roy y6u rival faction and
don't we ·a rrest most of its members?" During
another instance the Greek police had surrounded
a particular house til which an underground meeting was going on. Wnen the participants started
leaving, the police arrested the members of the
· one faction, leaving the rest to go free~
This tactic was confirmed by the seOlrity police
itself. In writing about the "acbieve~ne.nts" of the
arch-e.gent"i)rovocateur, I..a;mbrinopoulos, the
security police in one of its books writes: "M.
Lambrtnopoulos was at times arresting and di&placing cadres of the one faction with the aim o~

:~;

, weakening or strengthening the other factions.
At other 'times be was 'rrl;lsting cadres of the
overstrengthened factions and freeing cadres of
the other ones." The examples cited here are
from a period of the Communist &rty known as
the period of .factionalism~ 1929-31.
3. THE DEFAMATIO~ OF COMRADES
For this, the method ma\nly used is that of spreading sla~ers of the tYQ~ that such and such com..
rade has connections with tile security police, or,
eyen that the organisation as a wbole is being
led by police, or by some espi~ge service.
By this tactic of theirs, the ageat-provocateurs
aim at the Party's rank and file, on the one
hand to liquidate it, by uodermining the ooDfidence of its members, and on the other to cover up
their own police agent activity. .
This method is usually used during the period
of illegality, where carrying out .investigations
is difficult and whereby the repercu~sions and
oons~ences of such a slander are great. Moreover this method is also usually used during the
period immediately following a. political defeat ·
·of the Communist Party, during which time their
J)revails uneasiness and <X)nfusion amongst its
ranks. Many instances of this kiDd of agent-pro2~
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vocateur activity are known to.have been conducted against cadres, leaders, Communist Parties;
ap.d even against the leaders of the international
proletarta t.
According to the agent-provocateurs, Lenin was ·
an agent of the German secret e9UCe, whil~
Stalin was an agent of Ohrana. · It's even known
that Ma~os Bafiadis, in his letter to the Soviet
leadersbtp, slanders N. Zabariadis as a collabo-·
rator of the Greek police. Recently, a serial is
being published by the "police Chronicles" and
written by the well-«nown torturer and policeman
Koubas, in which it tries to portray N. Zabariadis
as a Nazi collaborator using the argument of "Why
was he saved from the Dachau soapworks."
This sort of agent-provocateur activity is a very
dangerous game used by the secret police and
agent-provocateurs against the communists.
4 THE FABRICATION OF LEGAL PRETEXTS
For this, the method mainly used is that of facilitating bourgeois justice, to find legal arguments
for the sentencing of comrades, to take decisions
on prohibiting the distributio~ of publications, to
impose fines, to take decisions on the banning of
the organisation's· work, the exclusion of leftist
candidates. and for the cancellation of elections,
25
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etc. Generally, the legal pretexts are put forth
by so-called prosecution withnesses at trials against
the people's militants or at trials at which other
cases are being tried. These witnessed, mainly
known secret policemen, or agent-provocateurs
give talse testimonies or fabricate false evidence,
on which charges, court decisions, bannings, etc.
are based upon. This "evidence" may consist of
fictitious reports, fantastic stories, false events,
distortion of the organisation's decisions, anarchist
acts, statements about arson activity published in
false leaflets, or of weapons and other things,
which the agent-provocateurs themselves have
placed in order for the police to "uncover" them.
5. "THAT THE PARTY IS FOREIGN-LED".
Here we are concerned with a very old song of
the reactionary forces, and of all reactionary regimes throughout the world, in general. For this,
the method used is that of slandering the organised
vanguard of the working class as an organisation
which is an agent and servant of the interests of a
foreign state. The communists are branded as organs of Moscow or Peking, and in the Party's activity there is always the so-called "foreign element", and the "roubles',....-while the people's fighters
are baptised as "slavic communists", etc. Distinguished in this kind of provocation are the Trot-

skyites, the partisans of "independent communism"
and the present-day "theoreticians" of "the movements independence" who act as the right hand
man of the secret police.
6. TERRORIST ACTS
For this, the method commonly used is that of
throwing the blame for terrorist acts on the comm•Jnists. The agent-provocateurs attempt to push
the Party to committing terrorist acts, and they
develop the theory of "putchis m", that is to say ,
that the seizure of power by the proletariat and its
allies will not be the result of a protracted and
continuous development of class struggle, but the
result of a "sudden armed attack", a kind of coup
d'etat ·by the Communist Party through a series of
terrorist acts, such as assassinations, arson on
public buildings, bomb explosions, etc. The agentprovocateurs usually fail in pushing the entire organisation to committing terrorist acts, and for
this reason they try to induce communists on ao
individual basis, those who are the most inexper.ienced and anxious. Of great help in this method
of provocation by the class enemy is rendered by
the bombists and anarchists, who present themselves as leftists, and who attempt to replace and
substitute their own political backwardness and27

inadequacy t)y the use of bombs aDd ambus~s. it's
mostly anarachists, along with right-wing opportunists that are found doing this type of agent~ro
vooateur activity, thus exhibiting and satisfying
their own petit-: bourgeois weaknesses.
7. i:>ISTORTING ORGANISATIONAL GUIDELINES
· The agent provocateurs distort the organisational
_ guideli~es o.f the Organisation, thus aiming to paraltse it exactly during those moments when the ·
orga~isation is called to action. They-mainly dis. tort the guidelines,that concern the organising of
mass rallies, demonstrations, strikes, marches,
and even the guidelines- which concern th.e
stands of oommunists at meetings, during strikes,
and work stoppages, at general assemblies of associations and organisations, during elections, etc.
During underground conditions, special attempts
~re made by the agent-provocateurs in distorting
organisational guidelines, particularly when these
guidelines. concern the carrying out of work, such
as, for example, the distribution of leaflets, tracts,
and other kinds of propaganda, the painting of 81()gans, etc•, in such a way that they are carried
out wrongly, that-is to say,. the painting of slogans
other than those. expressing the orgartsatton's po28

litical line, and placing the comrades carrying
out this .a ctivity to further -danger.
8. THE CREATION OF INCIDE,NTS. For this, tbe
method generally employed is that of open clashes
in demonstrations, · rallies general meetings, at
conventions of organisations and associations, at
workers' conventions, at rallies of striking workers or at meetings of striking workers in a factory
or a trade taking strike JLction, etc., in ~uch a
manner so as to, on the one band, defame the
rallies in general, and to dishearten and terrorise
the vascillating elements, while on the !>ther hand,
it gives the police a pretext to shoot, intervene,
and to disperse the rallies, carry out arrests, or
to give the judges a pretext to outlaw an organisation or postpone election results, etc.
F.o r creating incidents, apart from agent-pro:=vecateurs and well-known secret policement, moreover, various openly fascist organisations, or socalled revolutionary organisations ar~ mobilised
and are 1 n the servic~ of the secret police. Of
course, these organisations are not only employed
for creating incidents, but also for carrying out
raids on the organisatiods offices, forming of vigilante committees against comrades, frustrating
the distribution of leaflets, etc.
29

The Greek secret police have time and again
employed the Archeio-Marxists and Trotskyites
for carrying out raids on the offices of the Communist Rl.rty of Greece, the offices of "Rizospastis"
("Radical", organ of the CP of Greece. Transh.tor's note), as well as for dispersing rallies through
the creation of incidents. The Archeio-Marxists
bad even gone to the point of assassinating cadres
of the Communist Rl.rty of Greece. This kind of
activity by the Archeio-Marxists was even revealed
by the very same secret police in which they write
that: "Mr. Lambrinopoulos ... facilitated the Ar.cheio-Marxists members in their activity against
the Communist Party of Greece, and in plrticular,
against the rallies of the Communist Blrt.v of
· Greece, whereby the police intervened and dispersed, after the clashes fomented by the ArcheioMarxists, who used physical violence against the
leaders and supporters of the KKE (CPG)."
"History of the [Greek- Trans. note] City R>lice",
1971, page 250.
9. DIVERSION FOR PURPOSES OF PROVOCATION.
Diversion for purposes of provocation is a widely
used method, which is closely watched by the
secret police, as well as by other reactionary
agencies, ·and, as a method, it consists of forming
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police-agent organizations having "revolutionary·
propaganda", "revolutionary" publications, etc.,
or in forming "l(!ading bodies" which undertake
the movement's "leadership", when this bas
received a serious blow and is undergoing a difficult period .
This method of provocation is an extremely complicated one which aims at creating confusion,
entrapping in its ranks honest militants for a
period of time, etc. This sort of diversion is not
limited just at creating a second or third "Blrty",
or a second or even third "leadership-", etc., but
also at creating opposing organizations in all
places where the proletariat is organized, as well
as in all levels, such as in associations, unions,
cultural clubs, etc.
Another form of diversion for puiJX>ses of provocation is that of promoting people from the secret
police into the "leading bodies", in order to obstruct them. In this case, the secret police is
interested in controlling the organization as a
whole, in order to promote its own line which is
alien to the interests of the proletariat. When
this is not possible, or during the period that this
is impossible tc;> do, the agent'1>rovocateurs work
as informers, act as factionalists, sabotage the ~

work, distort the organization's political line, etc.
It must be made clear that the method usually
used, that is, the common form of diversion, is
.that of the first case, in other words, the establishment of a second "revolutionary" organization
which is of a long duration, and opposed to the
organized movement of the working class, while
that of obstructing the "leading bodies" or organizations is based on chance, and arises during
periods of crises and during the re-organization
of Party organizations.
Many examples of both forms of provocation
exist within the movements of other countries as
well as within the Greek movement. A clas~:~ical
example of provocation of the first form is· the
formation of a second "Communist Party" in
JaJ)an during the period between the two World
Wars, whereby it distributed publications and
''llirty calls" as "part of the Communist International". In our country, as is well-known,
there appeared, during the p!riod 1922-1923, the
"Archeio-Marxists. ", headed by Tzoulatis and
Yiotopoulos. Archeio-Marxism was created,
financed and directed by the General Military
Staff and it served the purpose of carrying out
terrorist attacks against the Communist Party of
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Greece, as well as of assassinating tts Qr...res.
It was the Areheio-Marxists who attacked the first
Coogress of the United General Workers' FederaUoa. The Archeio-Marxists amalgamated with
the TrotSkyites in 1928-1929. Well-known is
Trotsky's statement that the Archeio-Marxists in
Gre&e constitute the best section of Trotskyism.
Another well-«nown instance of diversion for purposes of provocation is the creation of the "Provisional Administrative Body of the Communist
~rty of Greece" made up of a number of
Maniadakis' police agents. This diversionary
activity failed miserably because it was immediately denounced by the lE!!-de~hip of the C . P. G.

.
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With time, the activities of the agent-provocateurs and police agents are developed into a
highly complicated profession by the reactionaries.
The agent-provocateurs and police agents under. take more and more highly complex missions;
while the degeneration of the repressive police
methods, particularly in the semi-colonial and
dependent countries, further "enhances" the
methods of recruitment by the police agents. The
amount of repression is such that even honest
people, who hate the secret police, find it hard
to avoid not giving "innocent" and "simple" information which the secret police asks for, directly
or indirectly. .
. .
However, we are able to distinguish three kinds
or types of agent-provocateurs and police agents
in the police espionage apparatus: 1. The agentprovocateur of circumstance; 2. the regular informer; and 3. the expert.
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-Then~ type is recruited on a chance basis
from amongst those who fall into the clutches of
the secret police and who have talked, have been
bought off, or who have broken down ~nder pressure or torture which they have received. The
secret police has ways of obtaining secrets from
its victims, us_tRg the most dwersified methods.
Whosoeve·r falls into its clutches might face an
extremely "friendly" prosecutor, who engages in
political discussion, or, he may face offers of
money, or an offer for immediate release, etc;
or he may be placed into solitary confinement
and undergo torture. All three methods are
commonly used by the secret police, on the one
hand as a method of dealing with its priso_ners,
and on the other,. as a method for recruiting personnel. A number of secret policemen are
widely known to the public at large for their
"specialities" which are cha.::acterized by the
methods they employ. Thus, some are known"as
"nice chaps" • "understanding"' "good _talkers '
who sometimes "jeopardize" their position and
who "sneak" into some prisoners' cells in order
to give them cigarettes, sweets, etc; or to
"convey" to tliem a message from the "outside",
or from some ''prisoner". As an example, we
36
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cite the case of secret policeman Nikas, of wbom
some young people talk of in the best of words ••••
The second type of police agent is the informer,
the paid agent-provocateur, who works in a more
permanent manner, and who, in time, becomes a
factor in the Intelligence Service. This type of
police agent is recruited from all professions
and from all organizations. This kind of police
agent systematically informs the secret police on
tndividu_a ls and on the situation of the area where
they are doing political work. They sometimes
stay out of sight, , shadowing, a!ld are eyen at
times, the most Y'&.ctlven cadres or members,
and are noted for their "capabilities" and for certain ''achie.v ements". · They are the ·most danger. ous type of agent-provocateur. The secret police,
for .tts part, takes ·g reat care in obtaining them
through various means; that is, .by giving them
an ordinary job, etc. · In order for them rwi to be
discovered in their milieu, ·they lead a more or
. les~ ordinary life, pay a~ention .t o their behaviour,
are very active as members, arxl "faithful",
primarily during "risky" missions, arid at times, ·
they undergo privation and hardship in the same
manner as the real comrades do.
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The third type of police agent is ttie "special
theoretician", the expert, who is usually not a
member of the ol'gantzation, but who bangs
arouoo tt. His }ob is to draw up political reports
on the situation and orientation of the movement,
tci develop the policy of the secret police towards
the movement, as well as for different organizations. When one of them is active in an organization, then be works as a polittcal·provocatear
with a missioh to distort and sabotage the organization's political line, to promote the incorrect
line in the organization, etc. 'Ibis type of police
agent is, naturally, of limited number, however
the damage they can cause is very extensive.
Of course, apart·from these three basic types
of police agents and agent"i)rovocateurs, there
are others, who are sent to special areas, such
as in factories, unions, youth organizations, etc.
Some of them, in fact, specialize in dynamite
work, sabotap. etc.; . eveo ~perts on mattere
of organizing and waging gne'.rtlia warfare. In
Laos, for example,· as well as in some countrl. .
of Latin America, the C.I.A. bas even organized
guerilla groups.
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In finishing off this chapter, we are presenting
an extensive quote from the "Fighter's Guardian",
publication of the Communist Blrty of Greece,
1952, · concerning the police agent Damianos
Mathesis.
"PORTRAIT OF AGENT-PROVOCATEUR
MATHESIS"
One ofthe greatest agent-provocateurs that the
Communist Blrty of Greece and the revolutionary
movement has known is Damianos Mathesis.
Matbesis did his military service in the navy.
From there, be was sent along with others, such
as the police agent of the special Meimaris
service, to the Middle East where he graduated
at the special espionnage school of the Intelligence
Service. He returned to' Greece in 1924, and
received orders to penetrate and work within the
C .P. G. The mission that be undertook was of
great importance and of a "long duration": To
start working from the bottom up, from the rank
and file, in the mass Party organizations, as a
sympathizer; and by displaying eagerness, devotion, loyalty, bravery, etc., climb to the highest
possible leading organs of the Party, even to the
Central Committee; to get himself into the :any'.,
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uilderground central apparatus, in order to know
every detail on individuals and things. Mathesis
had received special orders to elucidate and obtain
all the details on the contacts and connections of .
tbe C.P.G. with the Comm~nist International and
even to penetrate the apparatus of the Communist
International. ( ••• )
·
How did he start his work? He was placed as a
cashier in 1. large restaurant in Athens, which was
frequented for eating by the then Blrty ''tycoons",
later to become the Trotskyites.( •.. ) Mathesis
as a cashier used to help them. He also helped
them in Party work. In this fashion, he entered
the Party having the confidence of these tycoons.
In this way, he was quickly promoted ( ••• ) With
his cunning, Mathesis persuaded his constant
guardians that he bad abilities and was capable of
undertaking confidential work, as well as missions.
And be succeeded in penetrating and knowing the
. in's and out's of the Political Bureau's central
apparatus. Mathesis knew of all the decisions
that the then Blrty leadership was taking, of the
R>litical Dlreau 's structure, its ties, etc. ( ••• )
How did Mathesis work? He was informing his
. masters of whatever was going on in the Political
Bureau, of individuals, and facts Oil the Party

.
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·apparatus, and his masters (the secret police, the
General Mllltary Staff, and the Intelligence Service)
were giving him his assignments. O!lly two or
three of his masters knew about the· existence of
Mathe sis. Contacts with him were carried out
very carefully. . They took great care so as not to
cause any damage to the circles where Mathesis
was working and in order not to expose him. And
when such damage did occur, they always had all
the evidence to overwhelmingly incriminate somebody else, as was for example, the case of.
Damaskopoulos. His masters, furthermore, took
an interest in seeing tbat·Matbesis was making
important successes in his Party work - such as,
for example, the successful escape of the eight
from Syngros (1\-ison on Syngros Street - Translator's note) in 19.31, and their flight out of Greece;
both of which were organized by Mathesis, in
order to boost his prestige and the Party's confidence in him· IIi 1929, Mathests surrendered to
the P,Olice in Athens, the delegation of the Communist International, without having himselfexposed. The explanation tbat was given was tbat
. ~e blow was an accident. .I:Qring the period of
factionalism of 192&-1931, Mathesis was- Ute rally
indulging in everything and r-an around with a now
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even greater freedom, since be was bidden by the ·
factionalist tn-ftgbttng. {••• ) It was ·about this
ttme that be put the arch-police agent, I.ambrinopoulos into the leadership of the
Wnen be
was about to deliver a blow, M~tbests acted ln
such a manner, and this was his technique, . thai
ts, his basic method was that he knew in detail
· who was doing what in the .central :Ruty apparatus.
so then. be would say.to his masters: Do you
want to' know about such and such a thing, arrest
aucb and such a person. He's ·the key to .it. Thus,
another person 'was presented as a traitor. ·who. tn
most cases, was actuall!' betrayed. ( ••• ) Aoat~ei
example: When Mathesis wanted to betray a
cadre, be acted as follows: Because of the irresponsibillty which prevailed, be.knew of all tJle
secret places, oonnections, habits, etc. of underground leaders and cad~es, witboat their being
aware of who knows all of this or wHo doesn't.
Tben. ·Matbesis would inform that "Such and such
a cadre frequents such and such a place, or 11ses
such and such a route. (: •• ) Another of Mathesis'
techniques was that."he knew the problems and
needs of the central Party apparatus and those of
the Political lllreau, as weJ.t as the weaknesses
of the cadres in the PolitiCal Bureau, including
the members of the central Blrty apparatus. Were

.em.
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there any financial problems? He would di& up
some money. ( ••• ) Did tbe lblittcal Bllreu oeed
a house for a OOilll'M•• an addreu for correspondence, a bldin& place to inatal equlpmen&? He
would volunteer and 10 and find U..m. Was there
a confidential mteslon to be carried out? He
would <JLrefully propose himself, or one of bts
oWn men. Matbesi1 would aleo uae tbe followi"'
method of slanders, binw,· trickeries, aossipe.
. and whenever be possessed real evidence, apinet
the tndivtcllals be wanted to strike. ( ••• )
In 1931, MathMis, aloq wttb the leadership
which had been expelled, went to tbe.Sovtet Union,
under the boax that be wu riektn1 arrest. There,
be witnessed closely the purglftl of the facttonal18t
~uck, and becauae of the relations be had with
Stantos, Hainta•• and tbe rest, . be tried u m~cb
as be could to avoid expoeing tbe role of the secret
police in tbe facttonaltst in-ft&httng. He rematned
· in' the Soviet Uoton for over four y•n. He returned to Greece ln 1935 whereby he uadertook.
accordiDI to his "llpe~lalty", mllttary work. He
also m8ddled wttb the arty ·apparatu•. However,
there was a. certain amoual of deoentraltzattoa,
aod he wasn't able to ettek bis nose everywhere.
( ••• ) After be was expoUd, be tried to take~:
vantage of the fact tbat tbe arty and tbe maseee
were 1;10t Ml.l_talormed about bl1 cue. and he
0

weak points was that he was not able to renew or
tried to fish in shallow waters. Hettook along
with him some other auspicious, and some naive
.
people and formed' his ·own group. He was,
however, exposed, far from the Btrty, and his
internal Party actiVtty had finished. (•.. )
·
· Wnat sort of abilities did Mathesis possess? He
was inte1li$ent; cunning, crafty, and ·~pable, and
he had taken special espionage tralni:O.g' rna
sch~l of the Intelligence Service which offers such
training~ However, Maihesis also had his .weak
points. He exhibited great loopholes in his police
agent professiorr. First of all; Mllth~sis had never
been arrested, and this despite the fact that, in
his work and circles, nothing was ever left standing. He was' acting like a cuckatoo. (.•. ) As an
"expert" in the Party for military affairs, he
wrote, dui1.ng the time of the Italian invasion of
Ethiopia, specilil military articles in "Riiospastis"
(Party organ ~· Trans. no~), although many facts
indicated that somebody else was writing them for
him. , (• •• ) A s er.i ous ·blow was d~ii ver~ in one
·
level of work, where only a few peop,l e were involved. One ~f these few was aiso Ma'thesis. He
believed t~t he could hide and cover-iip even his
most ope~ acti~tties. Thus, he organized the escape from the courthous.e of. the ·l)ine (•• .•) in the
Another
of Mathes
44!most awkward manner.
.
.
. is I

to refresh his methods and ways: As he had

become tired and ossified, and so the repetition of
his same techniques became evident that it concerned the same spy, and all evidence led to him.
( ••• ) The work activities, life and methods of
police agents and agent-provocateurs must be
studied on a systematic basis, in great detail.( .. ;)
However, the case of Mathesis, despite the negative effects that it has· concerning our secrecy
and vigilance, teaches us that, no matter how
great and skilled the police agent is, we · ~hall
definitely uncover him and even, 1f we do our work
with such carelessness, delay and imperfection. ·
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Developing the fight against the agent'i)rovocateUrs and police spies Is a principal task of the
co~munists, a task of the revolutionary vanguard ·
organization of the working class. In order that
the probl~m be enttr~ly understoOd, every mtlltant and fJvery communist revolutionary must become conscious that the final victory over the
agent'i)rovocateurs and pollee agent actlvittes will
be simultaneous with the decisive victory of the ·
proletariat over the capitalist system, _and that
the inevitable defeat of bourgeois rule will also
herald the final obliteration of agent'i)rovocateur
activity. It must be understood that, as long as
there are reactionaries, the more they will make_--;attempts to push pollee agents and agent'i)rovocateurs Inside t'l~ movement, so much the greater
will be the potentialities for provocation to constitUte an existing danger. It mast, at the same
time, be made clear that the potentialities do not
47
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necessarily constitute a reallty. This means that
the struggle against agent"i)rovocateur and police
agent activity. aims at frustrating these potentialities, so that the revolutionary movement eliminates every possibility of convertin'g the potentiality
into reality.
For some communists, the struggle against ~e
activities of the agent"i)rovocateurs and police
spies, consists entirely or almost entirely in
taking reprisals against the agent-provocateurs and
police agents, as individuals. This view is entirely incorrect since it is put forth as the onlv method
of struggle against the agent"i)rovocateur activities.
Of course, though, it does constitute one side of
the matter, and indeed, an important one. The
uncovering of an agent-provocateur or police agent
within the revolutionary organization justly arouses
the hatred and indignation of all the ·comrades
against him. However, it would be an unforgiveable mletake, if the fight against .tbe specific
agent-provocateur action was eX"Clusively restricted only to the physical annihilation of the particular agent-prGvoca~eur.
·
The struggle against agent-provocateurs and
police spies includes a number of protecti~e
measures, which are basically aimed in three
directions:
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i. Organizing the entire work on the basis of
strict division of legal and underground work;
2. Strict observance of rules of secrecy, including those of vigilance, and the forming of decentralized organs;
.
3. The setting-up of concrete rules for the
behaviour of comrades arrested towards the
secret police and courta.
The best and the most effective means of fighting
the agent-provocateurs and police spies is for the
organiza~ton to takf, oQ. ~ mass charp.cter. All the
· members and cadres should participate in a lively
manner in the political life of the organization, in
determining its political line as well as in its
application. This puts as a pre-requisite, the
correct organizational work of the organization,
and, furthermore, that the members are in a
position to contribute in forming the political line,
and supervising its strict observance, witho':lt any
deviation. This means that the organization must
pay particular attention to the ideological and
p<)litical ~evelopment of its members. The mistakes which arise from time to time must be dealt
with by criticism and self-criticism, to rectify
them quickly, and to draw from them the necessary
lessons. In particular, regarding the mistakes,
a collective opinion must be drawn up regarding
the_abilities and weak points of ~~e organization. ,
49
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This type of picture must also be drawn up separately for each member of the organization. For
its part, the leadership must combat the mechanical application of its decisions by the rank and
file, and it must contribute to the understanding
of its decisions and of their conscious application.
In the period of underground work and during
the re-establishment and re-organization, the
responsible bodies must more than double their
vigilance. During the period of underground
work, the over-centralization of work must be .
avoided, so that many levels of work ar~ not concentrated in the hands of only one comrade; but a
strict division of labour must be followed and an
effort must be made so that the. €entral Leader..:
ship is not near any danger, and away from all
sorts of danger. J?uring this period, special
importance is attached to the supervision of work,
which starts from the selection of giving a responsibility and finishes with the completion of the
work. Moral, and revolutionary sincerity,
ability and experience, resoluteness and courage,
the strength of one's character and faith in the
cause, are aspects that must be examined before
entrusting someone with a confidential mission;
~hey are aspects which must be examined in great
deta_tl and in a permanent and firm m·anner, as

far as cadres and members of the leadership are
concerned. In periods of re-organization and re-·
establishment, we must, to the .enemy's attempts
at interfering arxl infiltrating its agents, counteract with inviolably observing rules of secrecy in
the work of reorganizing, studying in the slightest detail, individuals and circumstances. It is
during this period that the principle of organiza·. ttonal decentralization is applied, keeping one
organization separate from the other, .keeping
one apparatus from the other. "As much as the
conditio.ns make it difficult, arxl it might even be
under underground conditions, the investigation
of lrxlividuals must be carried out in great detail,
without any haste, so that notbing is left unclear.
A number of effective measures must be taken
in order to systematically fight against the acUvities of the agent-provocateurs arxl police spies.
These measures consist of the following:
1. ANALYSIS OF ARRESTS. Whenever arrests
take place, this event must be analysed from all
sides, as well as examining all the possibilities
and reasons for the arrests. In relation to this,
we must combat the tendency, which some people
maintain, and, that is, to attribute arrests to
accidental causes or to the external surveillance
of the secret police. With regards to this question, the dominant line must be that no arrest is
.
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ever accidental. While investigating cases of
arrests, we must also invesUgate all the facts
surrounding the arrests. It is obvious that after
every arrest, the appropriate measures are to
be taken in informing the members of the organization, and for protecting the work by limitjng
the blow to the smallest pOSSible degree. The
analysis of an arrest must always lead us to
drawing lessons, which are .then pOpularized
throughout the organization.
.
2. THE SUPKRVISION OF WORK. The supervision of work is continuously exercised in a constant and permanent manner when it is in its process of development, and not after it has been .
finished. Thus, in this ~ay, supervision is exercised over the responsible comrades for correctness in political and organizational line, which
~hey follo_w, and ·au attempts at distorting or mH:tmterpretmg are frustrated. Each tim.e t~.at a ·
distortion is evidenced, our vigilance. mqst be
intensified aoo its causes must_ be immediately
looked into. -Supervision, of course, is extended
to all levels of work, and is exercised more so in
matters of secrecy.
3. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSALS. The responsible
Blrty organs always analyse, with exactitude all
_the proposals and suggestions made, in orde; to
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check that all of these proposals and suggestions
are in accordance with the Bl.rty' s pOlitical line
and organizational -principles, and to examine lf
the application of some of these would lead the
organization astray.
4. CURIOSITY AND IDLE TALK. Special attention is required in oppOsing extreme wriostty
about the underground organization, its work and
operation. The sa01.e tl:ting also applies to comrades who are yakKing about matters concerning
underground organizing and work, as well as on
confidential missions which they have undertaken.
The task of the leadership, in this case, is to, on
the one hand, educate all the comrades in combatting these two pernicious weaknesses, and on
the other hand, to carefully examine those incidents concerning wriosity- and idle talk which
might become the "doorway" for the class enemy
to enter the organization.
5. THE SUPER VISION OF PRIVATE LIFE. In
general, we can say that, fo~ comrades, there is
no such thing as a private life, in the sense of the
"inviolable" and "confidential", etc. The organization must examine the private life of each comrade, his relationships, his family milieu, his
means of livelihood; in general, his way of life,
and to strictly supervise whatever is incompatible
with his capacity as a member of a revolutionary
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organization. It is precisely in private life that
also certain weaknesses are revealed, which,do
not sh<;>w up in Party work. And it must be mentioned that "personal weaknesses" are a sure way
for the secret pOiice to penetrate the organization.
6. THE STUDY OF THE ME-THODS OF THE
AGENT-PROVOCATEURS. For the str~:~ggle
against the agent..P~vocateurs..and police agents
to become effective, apart from the fact that members must be educated in the elementary methods
of u!Kierground work, the leadership for its part,
must also popularize the methods used by the
enemy in carrying out provocation. For this pOpularization, it is necessary to have not only a
knowledge of the movement's histOry in general,
but also specifically the study of ce·r tain incidents
of provocation. For the Greek movement, for
example, the study of the life and activities of
certain agent-provocateurs must be made, as well
as the study of the methods used by the ArcheioMarxists and Trotskyites.
7. THE PUBLIC DENUNCIATION OF AGENTffiOVOCATEURS AND POLICE SPIES. The fight
against the agent"i>rovocateurs, as individuals,
must be done openly, with denunciations by name
and published wiaety. The revolutionary movement till now has steadfastly followed this line.
D.lring a period just before the victory of the re4
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only de-

_ . . . tM .-aaee apn&8 by Mme." alonl will

............ CJf tMm, but at.o call«< on tbe people
tD annlldlate u.em. 'I'M pabllc deNinclatlon of
apat-provocatear• and pollee IPI•• alms at purs1111 them from lb8 orpftiutlon, of readerlni them
uHle.., at iaolatlftl tbem, and to tum the people'•
•tn~~ aplut lkm. Aa far aa ~tllJ•leal annll,lla•
Uon Ia conoemal, lt'a obvtou, tl•t It 11 a basic
task of every ·honeat person.
The meaftl of provocation uaed by the cla11
enemy aplut the communlatl wllo have been
arreatal, ae weU ae aplnat the revolutionary
movement a• reprde thoae·arreated, are manifold. When tile communist facea the aecret pollee,
lk mqiatrate, Ia In detention pendlftl trial, or
· Is In front of the court; pollee provocation alms at
oWalnlftl confeaaloftl, aecretl about the orpnluUon, to break down his morale, and to have him
awltell aldea. To do thla, the secret pollee use
aU the means at tllelr dt..,Oaal. After arrest, an
extremely dUfic»lt and danproue atrugle bellna•
In order for the communist to deal wltb all of
these provocations, and come out of thia flpt as
a vldDr, he m11at maintain a definite atand and
abide by a number of rule•.
Wilen. eDmmtJDI8ta are arreated, alley are cal.-,
ClDUeeted, sertoua, and ateadfal&, are nDt provo.
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cative, and they rnaihf.ain .• rntlttant and· ir'recODeifable position to whatever coricettis their pl"lttctplea and Ideals. The general and fUndamental
rule 'hi'! N6 confession about the wo'rk, about·
·· ·o ther comrades on other questions eoncernt111
the orgilntzattori; such as homes, addresses;
· printing pres lie's, etc., even if confronted wtth
conlltcttng evtdence, and even though others have
confessed. They kfve ottly col'lventtonal antlwers,
tn very few words, without any discussion, even
tt·tt is on general questions.
Inviolable rule is the following£ No signed
statement, independent of what its contents are.
In front of the security police·we do not diSplay
our reVOlutionary actions. Boldness, courage,
contempt for the enemy are Virtues which the·
· oommanfsts do not display in front of the secret
polfce, but allow them to be expressed and shown
tn the form of endurance.' Let us not forget that
the secret poltce ts a rtV&l, an opPonent Mlo
uses all the' means at his disposal. ·
Wilen we are tn front ofthe 'COUrts,. the matter
changes altogether. We must realize that the
clvtltan courts have the following purpose tn mtnd:
that ts, on the·one hand, they lieek to stop our
fUture revoluttoaa.ey Work by tren~clnr us; a~
· on ·the othet-, ~hey want to terrorturthe masses.
;, Tile correct staixl tn courts ts precisely that
wbtch frustrates the schemes of the reacttonartea.

IM;S

It must be clearly understood that in the civtl
courts, sentencing Is planned ahead of time, and
It does not change with this or that confession.
For this reason, the communists in the courts
become accuS<!rS, defending with boldness and
trreconcllablllty their cause, declaring their
faith In the victory of the people's cause, condemning the motives c1 the trial, and the Illegality
of the bourgeois system. The communists base
their defense mostly on their accusations and
less on the judicial form. The defence lawyer
must be rendered useless. The same thing also
applies when defence witnesses are called to the
stand, and who testify "about honourable life",
"about the good family background", and so on.
Such testimonies constitute provocation; they
aim at degrading, and for this reason, they must
be denounced. In general, the defense is not
gotng on the defensive, but on the offensive, and
on the accusations.
The revolutionary organization, in order for it
to be worthy of its name, must combat the agentprovocateurs and police spies. Every militant,
every revolutionary, particularly those underground, must, in turn, prove themselves worthy
fighters of the missions they undertake, continuously forgirtg their faith in the people's cause and
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of its final victory. At every second am every
bour, let them arm their thoughts and will with:
"Never must I ever forget or violate the nales
of secrecy and vigilance. I must become a
worthy Bolshevik, a worthy organizer, am
underground activist, as is required of me by
the stnaggle am of the seriousness of my
mission, as a fighter for the victory of the
people's cause. For this reason, I must be
more intelltgent, more sktllful, and more
running than the enemy, in order to defeat
him, in order to uprightly carry through my
mission, as a people's fighter and soldier of
the revolutionary movement. The sacred
memory of the victims of the stnaggle burdens
my shoulders. The expectations of our people
fill tny mission with responsibility. I must
become the powerful shield and the pointed
spear of the people's cause."
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